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        "The Indian Baby Care Product Market is projected to experience significant growth, with an expected compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.35%. By 2027, the market is estimated to reach a total revenue of nearly US $24.27 billion. This growth is fueled by an increasing working-class population and the rise of the middle class in India.

        Today's millennial parents are well-informed about new products and prioritize the safety of their children. They not only seek high-quality products but also value sustainability and eco-friendliness. They are willing to invest more in products that prioritize the well-being of their children. This presents a great opportunity for brands that are transparent with their consumers and offer natural and sustainable options for green parenting.

        To tap into this growing market, Informa Markets is excited to organize the CBME India 2024, providing a platform for industry professionals to showcase their baby care products and connect with potential Channel Partners ."
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				        “This is my 5th year at CBME India. This is a wonderful way to see baby products under one roof, The best thing I experienced this year was food items and im pleased to see that more indian manufacturers are entering in this sector.I wish all success to UBM's CBME event.”

				        Mr. Ajit Mehta

				        Jack & Jill (HCM Retail)
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				        “I had visited CBME India twice in past and now I feel happy to be a part of it as an exhibitor. It's pretty good experience of being here.”

				        Ms. Isabelle Bhrahim

				        MD, BEABA Asia (Exhibitions)
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				        “We are participating in CBME since last 2 years. I have seen innovation in this edition.”

				        Mr. Piyush Manglani

				        Rooprang Stores (Hosted Buyer)
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				        “We at Buddsbuddy are very much honored and deligted by receiving an award of the most innovative product of the year in CBME 2019. It's fun to be here and see the energy.”

				        Mr. Krishna Shighakoli

				        CEO, Buddsbuddy
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				        “It's a nice platform for all buyers, exhibitors and retailers. We are happy with CBME visitors profile Karan Anand, International Sales and Business Development, American Hygiene Corporation UBM has really done a very good job with the 6th edition of CBME. We see that this is an important place where we can meet our prospective buyers and customers. It is a good platform to showcase the best baby care and maternity products in the world. It was a very lively event with 100+ exhibitors and 400+ brands. It's amazing.n
          ”

				        Mr. Rajesh Vohra

				        CEO- Artsana India Pvt. Ltd. (Chicco)
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				        “CBME has been a wonderful experience in terms of networking, collaborations, reselling and finding retailers for us. Fabulous Experience indeed”

				        Ms.Supriya Baikerikar

				        Founder, The Doll House Co.
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				        “This is our second visit. We have come here with a better stall and a better presentation because we have received tremendous response last year."
          ”

				        Mr. Krishna Sighakolli

				        First Care India Pvt Ltd (BuddsBuddy)
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				        “CBME is the biggest kids show in India so, if we really want to do something in this country we have to be here.”

				        Mr. Christiaan Meeuwisse

				        Managing Director, Unique positioning (Britax)
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				        “CBME the India's most Amazing exhibition for Emerging & Growing Baby & mOm Product Brands. Helps to get the best leads for distributors, wholesalers and Modern Trade at one place.”

				        Mr. Shish Kharesiya

				        Founder, Bey Bee
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				        “It's a good fair and good space to be! There is nothing like CBME anywhere else in India.n
          ”

				        Mr. Manu Sharma

				        Business Head, Reliance brands ltd. (Hamleys)
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				        “This is the first time for me here. It is very nice to have an event like CBME to see all the products and get all the knowledge about this industry. Anyone who wants to do business in baby products and maternity segment, should come here. It was a very good experience and we were very happy to be here."
          ”

				        Mr. Pabinndra Rajbhandari

				        Modern Trade, Himalaya Management Company
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				        “It's the one place where you can meet a lot of manufacturers, retailers and you can expand your business.n
          ”

				        Mr. Prithu Kant Jha

				        Deputy Manager, Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail Ltd. (Pantaloons)
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				        “Like every year, this year has also been a wonderful experience. I've easily got around 10-15 new brands that I would like to launch. It has been a good visit for me.”

				        Mr. Shamanth S Adavani

				        Category Manager, First Cry
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				        “We have been coming here since a couple of years now and the experience is really great. You get to meet a lot of national and international brands and people from across the world here. It's very good to see innovation every year.”

				        Mr. Nikhil Dua

				        Category head, Toys- Snapdeal
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                    Cool Kids Fashion, a premium exhibition space, is the fashion trade event focused on kids fashion in India. It brings together fashion, brands, buyers and distributors under one location. At the event, you can find new business partners and engage with the media in an exclusive floor space with on-trend ambiance; world-renowned up-and-coming designers taking center stage; a showcase of worldwide brands for children apparel and accessories (0-16 years), so on & so forth.
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                    India Brand Licensing Forum would offer much needed insights into the burgeoning opportunity and will act as a bridge between prospective partners by facilitating networking. The conference would also be a congregation of meeting of the minds to discuss & deliberate on the expanse & scope of licensing in India. It will also help brands in taking the right route and build sustainable business.Come and be a part of this never seen before growth bandwagon!
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